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US Terms 

By Shelley Husband 

 

Abbreviations 
sc = single crochet  

standing sc  - attach yarn to hook with a slip knot and work stitch as normal (video here) 

Instructions 
Holding the squares with the right sides together, 

attach the yarn to the 2 ch sps of both blocks with a 

standing sc, sc through both loops on both blocks all 

the way along the side, finish with a sc in the 2 ch sps 

of both blocks.  Fasten off yarn and weave in ends. 

Step 1 

The first step is to make 3 strips of 3 squares each. 

Strip 1 

FAY PAM FAY 

Strip 2 

PAM ANN PAM 

Strip 3 

FAY PAM FAY 

Step 2 

Once all strips are made, attach strip 1 to 2, then strip 3 to 2.   

Holding the strips with the right sides together, attach the yarn to the 2 ch sps of both blocks with a 

standing sc, sc through both loops on both blocks all the way along the side, work a sc in each 2 ch sp, 

ignoring the join, finish with a sc in the 2 ch sps of both strips.  Fasten off yarn and weave in ends. 
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https://youtu.be/bR37kfrRJ24
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Step 3 

You may find it handy to block your joined sisters now.  If you have finished any Kims, attach either side 

joined blocks.  Then attach this last large strip to the 2 others, with the single Kim in the middle and voila 

- one all joined FRAN!  Just the border to go now. 

Stitch count differences and what to do about them. 

Fay is 21 sts and Pam is 23 sts, so when attaching Fay and Pam, use the same stitch on Fay twice, 

randomly spaced along the side 

Pam is 23 sts and Ann is 21 sts, so when attaching Pam and Ann, use the same stitch on Ann twice, 

evenly/randomly spaced along the side 

Kim is 73 sts and the joined block is 65 but if we count the 4 x 2 ch sps either side of the join & the 2 

joins, the joined block = 71.  So, when attaching Kim to the joined blocks, use the joins and 1 st of Kim as 

well as each 2 ch sp with 1 st of Kim and make up 2 extra stitches on the joined blocks. 

And that’s it  -  you’re done for now  

 

For more about the Fran Mystery CAL, visit the FRAN page on my blog. 

To stay up to date with what I’m up to, sign up to my monthly newsletters ; 

http://spincushions.com/sign-up-for-my-newsletters For more crochet fun, visit 

http://spincushions.com/.  If you need to contact me for any reason, please feel free to do so by email : 

shelley@spincushions.com.  Enjoy! 

Pattern not to be reproduced or resold.  You may sell items made with this pattern if you mention or link 

back to me as the designer. “Pattern by Shelley Husband or Spincushions” is fine.  Thank you.  
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